<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Inadequate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Grant Proposal          | • Provides concrete proposal that advances the role of science in public policy and promotes science for the public good  
                          • Includes: lead by early-career scientists and/or underrepresented scientists; and reaches new audiences;  
                          • Has clear implementation plan with concrete goal(s), strategies, and timeline of activities. Clear connection between respective activities and goals.  
                          • Budget for project is detailed and clearly outlined | • Addresses defending science against attacks, but project lacks clear advocacy actions  
                          • Has a cogent sense of approach, timeline, and use of budget  
                          • Draws some connection between the activities and the hoped policy-change goal(s) | • Does not focus on defending science against attacks or advancing science advocacy  
                          • Fails to address all proposal questions  
                          • Proposal’s timeline and budget are incomplete  
                          • Is a continuation of a past Science for Public Good project |
| Science Advocacy Impact | • Features opportunities to grow science advocacy skills and leadership  
                          • Proposal clearly details outreach and advocacy actions and follow up engagement  
                          • Project engages a broad audience to join in the advocacy  
                          • Has a specific policy and social change goal (i.e. concrete, timebound, connected to a decisionmaker(s)) | • Has a general policy/ social change goal  
                          • Proposal has a general science advocacy approach or provides an advocacy-learning workshop, but has a more general or loosely-planned follow up advocacy action | • Does not clearly present a strong science advocacy component, but focuses more on scientific research  
                          • Is an event with no action and has no plans or intent for follow-on advocacy |
| Community Impact        | • Demonstrates high degree of community partnership and building capacity and benefits from project  
                          • Amplifies community voices, concerns, or efforts from most impacted and/or underrepresented communities on project’s issue  
                          • Project is designed to be explicitly accessible to diverse audiences  
                          • Has clear, concrete plans for working with community groups and/or making the event or action inclusive and potential for ongoing partnership | • Demonstrates general community partnership or designed to offer clear value to communities impacted by project’s issue  
                          • Project/Program/Event outreach is somewhat accessible to diverse audiences  
                          • General stated commitment with ideas or approaches | • Events are not inclusive and do not work to address diversity, equity, or inclusion |